P class cruiser

In the first design studies for a Panzerschiff successor were made. The new Panzerschiff was
called Kreuzer P , its specifications showed a bigger, faster and better protected version of the
original design. Since those ships should be used for commerce war, they were designed to be
superior to an CA with its artillery and faster than existing battleships. In favor for better armed
ships it was chosen to build a huge number of this ships, according to the Z-Plan 12 of them
should have been build. It was planed to lay down four of this ships per year, starting in so that
the complete Z-Plan battle fleet would be operational by The first three of those ships should
get the 28cm 11" turrets removed from the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau during their conversion
to 38 cm 15" guns. This lead to the battlecruiser O-Class. Although the ships were already
assigned to shipyards, none of the Kreuzer P was ever ordered because of the start of World
War 2. Scale Models. Naval Games. Kreuzer P1. Kreuzer P2. Kreuzer P3. Kreuzer P4. Kreuzer P5.
Kreuzer P6. Kreuzer P7. Kreuzer P8. Kreuzer P9. Kreuzer P Ship Index. Appearance of the
Panzerschiff Kreuzer P Class. The P class was a planned group of twelve heavy cruisers of Nazi
Germany's Kriegsmarine ; they were the successor to the Deutschland -class cruisers. Design
work began in and continued until ; at least twenty designs were submitted with nine of them
being considered. There were three designs that were selected as the final contenders. One
design was armed with six mm main guns in one triple turret forward and one more turret aft. It
had two mm double secondary gun turrets as secondary armament with one being positioned
above and just fore of the aft of the main mm main turret, and the other being in front and lower
of the front main gun turret. This design had more beam than the other 2 designs. It also
mounted 2 seaplanes on its fantail instead of the mid ship area. The ships were designated as
Panzerschiff armored ship , and given the preliminary names P1â€”P They were an improved
design over the preceding planned D-class cruisers , which had been canceled in Although the
ships were already assigned to shipyards, construction never began on the P-class ships after
the O-class battlecruiser design superseded them. In the early s, Adolf Hitler began a
rearmament program in Germany. He signed the Anglo-German Naval Agreement , which
allowed Germany to build up its navy to 35 percent of the strength of the British Royal Navy and
effectively repudiated the restrictions of the Treaty of Versailles on the German fleet. By , it
became clear to Admiral Erich Raeder that Hitler's aggressive foreign policy would bring
conflict with Britain. He therefore decided that a significantly larger force of armored ships
would be necessary to execute an effective commerce raiding campaign against the British.
Raeder's intention to fight a commerce war against Britain was the basis for Plan Z , [1] which
included twelve ships of the P-class design. Many problems were encountered with designing
the ships, the most prevalent being armor. Unfortunately for the designers, the widened beam
meant that an even longer hull was needed to maintain hydrodynamic efficiency. All of this
complicated the armor arrangements, as more armor was needed to cover the longer length and
widened beam. Eventually it was deemed that it was impossible to include diesel power on a
20,metric-ton 20,long-ton displacement. Initially, twelve ships were ordered based on the
P-class design. However, Plan Z was reduced in size, and the number of armored ships was
pared down to only eight vessels. This caused several of the contracts to be shifted around
amongst the various shipbuilding companies. The first keel was set to be laid on 1 Feb The
revised version of Plan Z, approved on 27 July , removed the P-class ships from the
construction queue. Instead, the decision was made to build the O-class battlecruisers only.
The ships would have had thirteen watertight compartments and a transom stern. The engines
were arranged in four sets of three, each of which drove one of four shafts. The shafts each
turned a screw that was 4. The guns used two propellant charges: a The P-class ships were to
have mounted a fairly small anti-aircraft battery: four Both types of ammunition used a single
propellant charge: the 5. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Proposed cruiser class of the
German Navy. Heavy cruisers of the German Navy. Deutschland class D class P class Admiral
Hipper class. List of cruisers of Germany. German naval ship classes of World War II. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Ship infoboxes
without an image CS1: long volume value Good articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. D-class cruiser planned. Admiral Hipper class. The ships were
incorporated into the Plan Z for the re-equipment and expansion of the Kriegsmarine; while an
aircraft carrier , H-class battleships and smaller ships engaged convoy escorts, one or more
O-class ships would attack the merchant ships. Although planned and ordered, construction did
not progress due to lack of materials and higher priorities for ship construction. Even with the
completion of the two Scharnhorst -class battleships and the construction of two Bismarck
-class battleships , the German Navy had fewer ships than other European navies. This led to a
decision in to build ships to an improved Deutschland -class design. Under the original plan,
twelve P-class ships were to be built. The ships were designed as cruiser killers that would have

heavy enough armament and armor to take on light and heavy cruisers but enough speed to
outrun battleships and battlecruisers. Many problems were encountered with designing the
ships, the most prevalent being armor. Unfortunately for the designers, the widened beam
meant that an even longer hull was needed to maintain hydrodynamic efficiency. All of this
complicated the armor arrangements, as more armor was needed to cover the longer length and
widened beam. Eventually it was deemed that it was impossible to include diesel power on a
20,tonne 20,long-ton displacement. Various reasons were behind this. Although interest in the
P-class ships and the battlecruiser proposal waned for a time in late and early , it was quickly
revived on 28 April with Hitler's public airing of his views on the Anglo-German Treaty and the
consequent increased possibility of war with the United Kingdom. Calling the Naval Staff and
Admiral Erich Raeder to him, Hitler laid out his thoughts of a strong navy that could pose
enough danger to the British such that they would enter into an alliance with Germany rather
than go to war. As decided here, Plan Z entailed two task forces each centered on three H-class
battleships and one aircraft carrier, with cruisers and destroyers as escorts. In war, these forces
would collaborate with the three battlecruisers by occupying convoy screens while U-boats and
one or more of the O class took out the cargo-carrying merchant ships. As part of the plan,
design work on the P class was halted in mid in favor of the O class. Displacement was limited
to 30, tonnes 30, long tons in the new designs so that the length of construction would be
shortened from the normal four or more years that a battleship required, to an estimated three
[5] to three and a half years. Like the P class, there were problems with fitting an all-diesel drive
into the hull of the ships. It was enough that the design team decided that it would not be
prudent to use an all-diesel arrangement; instead, a hybrid diesel- steam turbine propulsion
plant was to be used. Although plans were not finalized, the third battlecruiser, "Q", was
ordered from Germaniawerft in Kiel on 8 August One month after, the contract design was
refined. Four floatplanes for scouting were planned. At the design displacement, the maximum
speed was reduced by half a knot, to By , project drawings for the three battlecruisers were
complete. They were reviewed by both Hitler and Admiral Raeder, both of whom approved.
However, outside "initial procurement of materials and the issuance of some procurement
orders", [5] the ships' keels were never laid. In addition, the dockyard personnel necessary for
the ships' construction were by now occupied with more pressing work, primarily on new
U-boats. The final design, which was completed by , called for a ship that was The ships were to
have had a crew of 65 officers and 1, men. They were intended to carry a number of boats
aboard, including two picket boats , two barges, two launches , two pinnaces , two yawls , and
two dinghies. The ships were also to be equipped with a double catapult mounted between the
two funnels, and four Arado Ar seaplanes for maritime reconnaissance. The aircraft were stored
in a main hangar just aft of the forward funnel, along with two smaller hangars, one on each
side of the rear funnel. The O-class ships were to be driven by three screws, two diesel powered
and one steam. Eight MAN cylinder V-configuration two-stroke diesel engines powered two
Vulcan gearboxes, both of which drove the outer pair of 4. They were designed to steam at a
maximum of The ships had two rudders each. The ships' main armament batteries were to have
consisted of six The guns had a designed supply of shells, for a total of rounds per gun. The
guns used a The ships were also armed with six The ships had an anti-aircraft battery
consisting of eight The The O-class ships were to be protected by Krupp Wotan steel armor. A
second bulkhead was placed in the central portion of the ship. All of the lateral armor protection
was Wotan Hart steel, with the exception of the torpedo bulkhead, which was Wotan Weich. The
ships had several layers of horizontal deck armor. All of this armor was Wotan Hart. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Line-drawing of the O-class battlecruiser concept. Main
article: P-class cruiser. Battleships portal. Large cruiser or "cruiser killer" designs. Alaska
Courageous -class battlecruiser Design battlecruiser Design B cruiser Deutschland -class
cruiser O-class battlecruiser Kronshtadt -class battlecruiser Stalingrad -class battlecruiser.
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Commons. The P class was a German Navy group of twelve heavy cruisers ; they were the
successor to the Deutschland -class cruisers. Design work began in and continued until ; at
least nine designs were considered. The ships were designated as Panzerschiff armored ship ,
and given the preliminary names P1â€”P They were an improved design over the preceding
planned D-class cruisers , which had been canceled in Although the ships were already
assigned to shipyards, construction never began on the P-class ships after the O-class
battlecruiser design superseded them. In the early s, Adolf Hitler began a rearmament program
in Germany. He signed the Anglo-German Naval Agreement , which allowed Germany to build
up its navy to 35 percent of the strength of the British Royal Navy and effectively repudiated the

restrictions of the Treaty of Versailles on the German fleet. By , it became clear to Admiral Erich
Raeder that Hitler's aggressive foreign policy would bring conflict with Britain. He therefore
decided that a significantly larger force of armored ships would be necessary to execute an
effective commerce raiding campaign against the British. Raeder's intention to fight a
commerce war against Britain was the basis for Plan Z , [1] which included twelve ships of the
P-class design. Many problems were encountered with designing the ships, the most prevalent
being armor. Unfortunately for the designers, the widened beam meant that an even longer hull
was needed to maintain hydrodynamic efficiency. All of this complicated the armor
arrangements, as more armor was needed to cover the longer length and widened beam.
Eventually it was deemed that it was impossible to include diesel power on a 20,metric-ton
20,long-ton displacement. Initially, twelve ships were ordered based on the P-class design.
However, Plan Z was reduced in size, and the number of armored ships was pared down to only
eight vessels. This caused several of the contracts to be shifted around amongst the various
shipbuilding companies. The first keel was set to be laid on 1 Feb The revised version of Plan Z,
approved on 27 July , removed the P-class ships from the construction queue. Instead, the
decision was made to build the O-class battlecruisers only. The ships would have had thirteen
watertight compartments and a transom stern. The engines were arranged in four sets of three,
each of which drove one of four shafts. The shafts each turned a screw that was 4. The guns
used two propellant charges: a The P-class ships were to have mounted a fairly small
anti-aircraft battery: four Both types of ammunition used a single propellant charge: the This
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Deutschland -class cruiser. O-class battlecruiser. This page uses Creative Commons Licensed
content from Wikipedia view authors. Early as spring of , design studies for a new class of Light
Cruisers started. All previous build CLs were not able to fulfill their planed task as commerce
raiders because of their too short range, therefore the new CL called Kreuzer M should get an
enlarged endurance. Like the earlier CLs those ships should get a mixed propulsion system
consisting of diesel engines for slower cruise speed and steam turbines for high speed. In
relation to their size, those ships would have been not very heavily armed and protected,
compared with Allied designs like the British Southampton Class. Besides an slightly increased
size, the heavy antiaircraft armament should have been increased and the fire control of these
guns should have been improved. With a projected construction time of two and a half years,
the orders for the first four ships were given on May 28th to the shipyards Deutsche Werke in
Kiel, the Kriegsmarinewerft Wilhelmshaven and the Germaniawerft in Kiel. Scale Models. Naval
Games. Kreuzer M. Kreuzer N. Kreuzer O. Kreuzer P. Kreuzer Q. Kreuzer R. Ship Index. For more
information, see Kreuzer M. Panzerschiff Kreuzer P Class was a German Navy cruiser first
designed as a successor to the original Deutschland class in The new Panzerschiff was called
Kreuzer P, its specifications showed a bigger, faster and better protected version of the original
design. In many respects it was a modification of the design of the battlecruisers Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau. Since those ships should be used for commerce war, they were designed to be
superior to a heavy cruiser with its artillery and faster than existing battleships. In favor for
better armed ships it was chosen to build a huge number of this ships, according to the Plan Z
twelve of them should have been built. It was planned to lay down four of this ships per year,
starting in so that the complete Plan Z battle fleet would be operational by The first three of
those ships should get the 28 cm 11" turrets removed from the Scharnhorst and Gneisneau
during their conversion to 38 cm 15" guns. This led to the battlecruiser O Class. Although the
ships were already assigned to shipyards, none of the Kreuzer P class ships were ever ordered
because of the start of World War II. Subscribe Now! Sign In Sign Out. Further Reading. Site
maintained by: John Pike. Join the GlobalSecurity. Enter Your Email Address. Work on the type
began in and continued until , and in this time no fewer than nine designs were considered. In
the German nomenclature of the time, the ships were designated as Panzerschiffe armoured
ships , and given the preliminary names P1 to P Regarding the German rearmament , historian
Adam Tooze states:. So they have a staggered programme under which the first phase is to
build a defensive fighting force, and they set a timeframe of about four years for that, and then
in the second phase they want to build defensive capacity which then, over the course of , gets
defined as Panzer divisions. These are then incorporated into the armaments build up
programme. This led, in the same year, to the start of work on the new type. Experiments were
conducted on at least nine different design proposals between March and December , and these
proposals varied somewhat in terms of dimensions as well as armament, and some of the
designs featured nine in mm guns in three triple turrets. The design team had to overcome
many problems in the design of these ships, the most taxing of them pertained to the armour

protection. The required maximum speed of 34 kt meant that the minimum length had to be
increased from ft 11 in It also meant that the beam could be a minimum of 82 ft 0 in All of this
complicated the protection arrangements, as more armour was needed to cover the longer
length and widened beam. Eventually it was deemed impossible to include a Diesel propulsion
arrangement on the 19,ton displacement. This caused several of the contracts to be redeployed
among the various yards, and the keel of P1 was to be laid on 1 February The beam was 85 ft 4
in The hull was to have incorporated 13 watertight compartments and a transom stern. The
ships were to have been equipped with two catapults and two Arado Ar floatplanes. The
protection scheme was to have been based on the used of KCA Krupp cemented steel , but its
details were never finalised. Known figures include a main armoured deck 2. The two main
barbettes were of armour between 3. The belt was 4. The propulsion arrangement was based on
12 MAN 9-cylinder double-acting two-stroke Diesel engines together providing , shp kW : these
engines were grouped in four sets of three, and each drove one of the four shafts. The ships
were designed to carry 3, tons of fuel oil, but were capable of storing up to 4, tons. At a cruising
speed of 13 kt, this provided a maximum range of 25, nm km declining to 15, nm km at 19 kt. The
armament scheme also included four 5. The forward in mm turret was to have been superfiring
over the forward 5. The 5. The proposed anti-aircraft armament was decidedly light: four 4. Each
ships was also to have been fitted with six in mm submerged torpedo tubes. Tagged as:
cruisers , German navy. About me My bibliography Codenames Contact me. Cancel reply Leave
a Comment. By Sunleader , December 31, in General Discussion. This is somewhat Strange.
Because usually Azur Lane sticks only to very well known Names for Paperships. And Possibly.
Scamboxes are profitable and people keep buying them, no matter how WG tries to make them
unattractive. I dunno mate, but if that is "Prinz Heinrich" Considering they're reaching into the
Plan Z to beef up the Iron Blood roster, I could see plenty of imperial ship names getting used
by AL in order to add some german flavour for their "paper" ships. I mean hey. I am German. So
if they think Including German stuff is Importand enough to not follow their usual Rules thats
somewhat comforting. You can consider that inappropriate. Would this be a proper ship or
some lowtier premium? German Noblesse desteted and still detests these Nazi-Proletarians.
Any German Nobleman would easily recognize such cheap copypasta - so no: take the name
back and invent some idiocy which matches your phantasy fleet. Decent Speed of 33 Knots.
And Torps to Boot. Assuming it would get the same Damage and Penetration Values as
Scharnhorst. It could easily be a T8 or even T9 thanks to the Cruiser Dispersion. Strangely
enough not a few of them gave Hefty Donations to the Nazis before they got into Power. Not that
it Matters. The Fact is that the Nazis used their Names. You might be right, if it got that armor
which I think is somewhat doubtful. Not sure about tier 9, I don't see how it could perform with
so few, small guns even with shorter fuses. Siegfried has the same battery as Gneisenau and is
two tiers higher. P-class has a worse battery than Scharnhorst so I doubt it would also be two
tiers higher. An accurate P-class could very well be a tier 8, its size and low speed make the
increased armor less of an advantage, the guns and the shells they fire are not significantly
more powerful than Spees and in no greater quantity. It's secondaries are no better than Spees,
two centerline twin turrets instead of 4 singles either side, it's torpedoes are placed amidship
where they will probably have worse arcs and are more vulnerable, and its AA is only different
by having 2 extra mm guns while losing all ten 20mm guns. An actual ingame version of this
should would probably have reinforced AA and less deck armor less than 50mm and sounds
like something that might struggle even at tier 8. It might have very high HP though, potentially
more than 50k, based on its displacement. So a German 6 gun cruiser at T8 in a world where
cruisers cannot boost their secondaries. Why not just get Mainz instead and enjoy actual DPM?
Unless ofc it gets removed because it's 'too popular'. And Yes. Deck Armor goes up to 70mm
which is pretty Strong for a Cruiser. But more Importandly. One Simple Adjustment would make
it pretty Viable even for T9. Especially with the Heal and Torps staying around. On T8 they could
use the D-Class Cruisers. Albeit that with the New Skill Update might be a bit less Enticing. On
T10 they could actually use a Fantasy P-Class. We also got Suruga and Kii before, so
non-existing ships outside collab aren't new. Very likely. Made decide against buying. I am fairly
sure that Otto von Bismarck would not have wanted his Name to be used for a Nazi Battleship
either. In all fairness, while nobility was no dealbreaker for KM names, naming ships after
members of the Imperial family wouldn't fly with the NS regime given that they would be very
careful about anything encouraging monarchism. You need to play a total of 50 battles to post
in this section. Recommended Posts. Report post 1. Posted December 31, To be Precise. Its
almost exclusively done as part of Collaborations. Which makes me Wonder. Are we looking
towards a New Collaboration with Azur Lane there? Share this post Link to post Share on other
sites. Report post 2. Report post 3. Report post 4. Posted January 1. Report post 5. Report post
6. I'd guess it's the actual lack of larger german surface ships during the 2WW. Report post 7.
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Report post Enhanced Deutschland class, basically. So, a lot like Graf Spee. Having thought
about it, perhaps the first tier 8 super cruiser? Posted January 3. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. The
gun barrels and mast have been enlarged. This is part of my collection of warships, keep an eye
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signs have multiple variants to represent individual ships within the class. From there, I expect
to branch into WWI as well as adjusting my designs for other scales. Printing larger is also
possible with no drawbacks except for a more apparent lack of detail. I sell by direct
commission, priced by the totality of the order larger order can sometimes be cheaper due to
the efficiencies of printing multiples and invoiced when ready to ship. Please reach out to me
directly for a quote. Notify me of new posts by email. Soviet DB Landing Craft. British 25
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